DEPLOYABLE FIELD HOSPITALS

The World’s Leader in Deployable Medical Facilities™

"When disaster strikes, being prepared is key to saving lives. The State’s new mobile field hospitals and our trained volunteer emergency responders are going to help prepare California to quickly and effectively provide emergency services during a major medical disaster," stated Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.

BLU-MED ATTRIBUTES

- Scalable, Modular Design
- Compact & Air Transportable
- Rugged, Reliable
- Customized Equipment and Supply Packages
- Tested and Proven by US Military
- Vendor Managed Inventory
- Professional Rapid Deployment

BLU-MED VERSATILITY

- Wide variety of shelter sizes
- Scalable configurations
- Fully integrated UL tested electrical, lighting and HVAC systems
- Power from generator or hard wire from existing utility service
- Vendor managed inventory programs
- Free operational training services
CALIFORNIA’S MOBILE FIELD HOSPITALS

- Three 30,000 sq. ft. Facilities
- Strategically/regionally positioned
- Turn-key, 7-day initial supply
- Contracted warehouse management & setup
- Operational in under 72 hours
- 20 Fully equipped ICU beds
- 180 Medical/Surgical beds
- 20 Bed Emergency Room and Trauma Center
- Operating Suite, Portable Digital X-Ray & Lab
- Self-sufficient oxygen generation
- Negative Pressure Isolation
- Staff housing for 150

BLU-MED INTEGRITY
- Temperature and humidity controlled (+65°F to +75°F) internal temperature in extreme weather
- Completely sealed, insulated structures
- Usable in extreme temperatures (-55°F to +140°F)
- Withstands winds of 100 MPH, snow loads up to 20 lbs. per sq. ft.